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fteutron activation analysis (MM) is one of the few analytical methods which 
is inherently capable of multi element determinations. With reactor activation, 
conditions are often optimised to exploit this capability, offering 20 - 30 
determinations per sample. With even a small suite of samples this gives 
several hundred measurements which require interpretation. 
The usual method is to inspect each set of element determinations individually 
and then try to relate the relevant observations. However this approach fails 
to exploit all tl« advantages of the inter-relationships between elements, 
which can only truly be interpreted using a multivariate statistical approach. 
One method of multivariate analysis which has been successfully applied to 
NAA data is that of discriminant analysis. This technique can be used to 
differentiate between various different kinds of samples (populations) based 
on a derived function of their element concentrations (observations), and 
then used to classify unknown samples to one of the known sample types. This 
technique has many obvious applications but will be illustrated with examples 
drawn from geological problems of economic interest to the mining industry 
in South Africa. 

W £2M : I n S° l c i nuking it is important to identify the 'pay band', which 
contains the gold, from the often visually indistinguishable non-
mineralised strata. The application of discriminant analysis to NAA 
data of a suite of samples has shown that on a limited scale it is 
possible to differentiate between different strata . 

(ii) Tin; A similar example involves the differentiation of barren and tin 
bearing granites. Four different granite types have been studied as 
well as suites of granites of unknown type. Multivariate statistical 
techniques applied to NAA data have shown that there are in fact two 
main granite types, and have successfully classified the unknown granite 
types ( 2 >. 

(iii) Diamonds: At present diamonds cannot be quantitatively identified as 
to their source and geologists cannot therefore ascertain whether a 
source of alluvial diamonds has its origin in a known kimberlite, or 
whether there is possibly a rich source of diamonds to be found below 
the surface. Statistical analysis of NAA measurements on a suite of 
diamonds from three separate pipes has indicated that there is indeed 
a quantitative elemental difference between diamonds from these different 
sources • 
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Although all these investigations are still in the research phase, one of the 
most serious drawbacks to routine application is that NAA is said to be both 
too costly and time consuming. To overcome these constraints one must be able 
to maintain the accuracy of differentiation with a selected subset of the 
elements determined. These elements should also be such that they can be 
rapidly determined by N M or by some other less costly analytical method. 

The proposed criteria for the optimal selection of a subset of elements to be 
included in the statistical analysis are: 
(i) Discriminant power should not be lost 
(ii) It should be possible to include or exclude selected elements at will 
(iii) The interrelationship between elements should be taken into account. 

The various statistical methods which have been investigated are reviewed 
below: 

(1) ALL POSSIBILITIES 
With a limited number of populations and elements it is possible to recalculate 
the statistical analysis for all possible subsets. This approach has been 
illustrated by riowarth who used data on 11 major elements to distinguish 
7 rock types. He found that the best single element was V, giving 71.9% 
accuracy followed by Co (67.3%) and Cr (67.3%). However in the two element 
subset case a relatively unimportant element, Ni, paired with V to give 86.9% 
accuracy, far better than the V-Co (74.5%) and V-Cr (78.4%) combinations. 
This clearly indicates that a combination of 'good' indicator elements does 
not necessarily offer the best solution to the problem. As the number of elements 
included in the subsets was increased, the accuracy increased to 98% for a 
subset of 8 elements. However as further elements were included, the level 
decreased to a value of 91.5% for the case of all 11 elements. This shows 
that the inclusion of 'poor1 elements can be a retrogressive step. 

(2) CANONICAL VARIATES 
From a multivariate analysis of variance it is possible to obtain canonical 
variates which define a plane of 'optimum' discrimination in the multidimensional 
space. The canonical variates are simply a linear sum of the elemental 
concentrations, and their coefficients (if suitably normalised) will give an 
indication of the relative 'importance' of each element in distinguishing 
between populations. For example, in the case of the gold project, a series 
of rock chip samples from three conglomerate strata were analysed for 12 
elements, and an accuracy of classification of 87% achieved. On the basis of 
the calculated canonical variates, a subset of 6 elements (La, Eu, Fe, Th, Cr 
and Sc) was selected which gave 88% accuracy, a marginal improvement. However 
this method fails our original criteria because it'is difficult to include 
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and exclude elements (except by repeated computer analysis), and no information 
on ele.-r.ent interrelationships is generated. 

(3) STEP.CSE DISCRI^NAX? FUNCTION ANALYSIS 
In the special case where there are only two populations between which to 
discriminate, the problem can be reduced to one of regression analysis. This 
is implemented by including an extra dummy variable which is equal to 1 for 
one group and 0 for the other, and then to regress the remaining variables 
on this dummy variable. In particular it is of interest to use a stepwise 
analysis so that the effect of the inclusion and exclusion of variables can 
be readily observed. In the example of the tin mineralisation project, one 
of the problems was to discriminate between the tin bearing and barren granites. 
The application of a stepwise discriminant function analysis showed that only 
six of the original 22 elements determined, viz. Fe, Co, Zr, Sm, Eu and Th 
were necessary to completely differentiate between the two granite types. 
This type of analysis meets most of the required criteria except that the 
interrelationships between elements are obscure and it is limited to the 
discrimination of two populations. 

M PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS REGRESSIONS 
Two of the problems of stepwise regressions are that only a locally optimal 
solution is found and that the solution may also vary depending on the initial . 
observations included. Recently a new approach to regression has been 
developed which employs principal component analysis. By including 
dum-ny variables in the regression analysis it is possible to obtain a series 
of vectors whose coefficients indicate how effective they are in differentiating 
the populations and which elements play an important role in defining the 
vectors. On this basis it is possible to exclude those elements which are 
poorly determined and if they are shown to be important to the differentiation 
of populations, to replace them with other elements. This technique has been 
employed in the diamond project to data on a suite of 96 diamonds of known 
origin and on 6 very pure stones, the origin of which was initially withheld 
from the investigators. When all 28 elements determined were included in the 
discriminant analysis, 89% accuracy was obtained with the backclassification 
of known samples, but only one of the 'unknown' samples was correctly 
classified. After eliminating all the elements which were not accurately 
determined in the unknown samples, the expected accuracy dropped to 80% but 
4 of the 6 unknowns were correctly classified. On reducing this to 10 
elements the expected level dropped to 77% but 5 of the 6 unknowns were 
correctly classified. 
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(5) S'"?*.-.TSE ^JT-VARIATZ ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 

Although stepwise regression has some limitations, the stepwise approach is 
very appealing. Recently a procedure for the stepwise introduction and 
removal of variables in a multivariate analysis of variance has been 
developed w . The implementation of this method is based on the use of 
V.ilk's criterion for the selection of elements and on the use of sweep 
operators, a statistical method of reordering a matrix widely used in 
stepwise regression. This technique has been successfully applied to two 
suites of samples froa the gold project. The first set,covering a large area 
cj" the mine,wasused as a 'training set' and the second set taken at one point 
in the Trine were treated as unknowns. The single most important element was 
found to be Fa with which only 20% of the unknowns could be correctly 
classified. With the inclusion of only another 7 elements, in the following 
order of importance, viz. La, Sc, Cr, As, An-, Ta and Ni, 100% were correctly 
classified, which can be compared to only 80% for the full group of 24 elements 
available. 

In conclusion it can be stated that of the different methods of element selection 
studied, a combination of stepwise multivariate analysis of variance for 
primary element selection, and principal component analysis regression for the 
element interrelationship analysis, offers a satisfactory solution to the 
problem of element selection. 
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